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From the Commonplace Book: 

Crossings 

WHAT TO T AKB: Let your trunk, if you have to buy one, be of moder
ate size and of the strongest make. Test it by throwing it from the top 
of a three-storied house; if you pick it up uninjured, it will do to go to 
Kansas. Not otherwise. 

- James Redpath and Richard Hinton,
Hand-Book to Kansas Territory (1859)

The stranger [to Kansas], if he listened to the voice of experience, 
would not start upon his pilgrimage at any season of the year without 
an overcoat, a fan, a lightning rod, and an umbrella. 

- John James Ingalls,
"In Praise of Blue Grass" (1875)

It was probably necessary that we develop an American name system, 
for many of om native soils are unique and should bear their own 
identities. In a stroke of scientific shorthand, the soils of our central 
grasslands are sometimes called simply "prairyerths." 

- John Madson,
Where the Sky Began (1982)

I would like to tell you how to get there so that you may see all this for 
yourself. But first a warning: you may already have come across a set 
of detailed instructions, a map with every bush and stone clearly 
marked, the meandering courses of dry rivers and other geographical 
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featw:es noted, with dotted lines put down to represent the very faint
est of trails. Perhaps there were also warnings printed in tiny red 
letters along the margin, about the lack of water, the strength of the 
wind and the swiftness of the rattlesnakes. Your confidence in these 
finely etched maps is understandable, for at first glance they seem 
excellent, the best a man is capable of; but your confidence is mis
placed. Throw them out. They are the wrong sort of map. They are too 
thin. They are not the sort of map that can be followed by a man who 
knows what he is doing. The coyote, even the crow, would regard 
them with suspicion. 

- Barry Lopez,
Desert Notes (1976)

Maps are a way of organizing wonder. 

- Peter Steinhart,
"Names on a Map" (1986)

Once in his life a man ought to concentrate his mind upon the remem
bered earth, I believe. He ought to give himself up to a particular 
landscape in his experience, to look at it from as many angles as he 
can, to wonder about it, to dwell upon it. He ought to imagine that he· 
touches it with his hands at every season and listens to the sounds 
that are made upon it. He ought to imagine the creatw:es there and all 
the faintest motions of the wind. He ought to recollect the glare of 
noon and all the colors of the dawn and dusk. 

- N. Scott Momaday,
The Way to Rainy Mountain (1969)

Our present "leaders" -the people of wealth and power-do not 
know what it means to take a place seriously: to think it worthy, for 
its own sake, of love and study and careful work. They cannot take 
any place seriously because they must be ready at any moment, by 
the terms of power and wealth in the modem world, to destroy any 
place. 

- Wendell Berry,
"Out of Your Car, Off Your Horse"
(1991)

All nature is so full, that that district produces the greatest variety 
which is the most examined. 

- Gilbert White,
The NatUial History and Antiquities
of Selbome (1768)
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CROSSINGS 5 

You expect to wait. You expect night to come. Morning. Winter to set 
in. But you expect sometime [the land] will loosen in pieces to be 
examined. 

- Barry Lopez,
Desert Notes 11976)

1 like to think of landscape not as a fixed place but as a path that is 
unwinding before my eyes, under my feet. 
To see and know a place is a contemplative act. It means emptying 
our minds and letting what is there, in all its multiplicity and endless 
variety, come in. 

- Gretel Ehrlich,
"Landscape," introduction to Legacy
of Light 11987)

Eternal prairie and grass, with occasional groups of trees. [Captain 
f ohn] Fremont prefers this to every other landscape. To me it is as if 
someone would prefer a book with blank pages to a good story. 

- Charles Preuss,
Exploring with Fremont I 184.2)

Tourists through Kansas would call this place dull enough, but then 
so much of the interest of a place depends on its traditions. For a 
passing traveler in search of pleasure, it certainly possesses few attrac
tions. But a [correspondent], in pursuit of useful knowledge for the 
reading public, observes things differently. 

- Henry Stanley,
My Early Travels and Adventures
in America 11867)

No one, I discover, begins to know the real geographic, democratic, 
indissoluble American Union in the present, or suspect it in the future, 
until he explores these Central States, and dwells awhile on their 
prairies or amid their busy towns. 

- Walt Whitman,
Specimen Days 11879)

The pr�irie, in all its expressions, is a massive, subtle place, with a 
long history of contradiction and misunderstanding. But it is worth 
�e ett,ort at comprehension. It is, after all, at the center of our national 
identity. 

- Wayne Fields,
"Lost Horizon" 11988)

i have resented that prairie was not an Indian word. It should haveeen, and sounds as if it might have been. The one thing the Indiancame nearer owning than any other, was prairie.
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America's unique province is her prairie, [yet] how slightingly Ameri
can authors have behaved toward the prairie. 

- William A. Quayle,
The Prairie and the Sea 11905)

So far as we know, no modem poet has written of the Flint Hills, 
which is surprising since they are perfectly attuned to his lyre. In their 
physical characteristics they refiect want and despair. A line of low
fiung hills stretching from the Osage Nation on the south to the Kaw 
River on the north, they present a pinched and frowning face to those 
who gaze on them. Their verbiage is scant. fagged rocks rise every
where to their surf ace. The Flint Hills never laugh. In the early spring 
when the sparse grass fust turns to green upon them, they smile saltily 
and sardonically. But, as spring turns to summer, they grow sullen 
again and hopeless. Death is no stranger to them. For there nature 
struggles always to survive. 

- Jay E. House,
Philadelphia Public Ledger 11931)

Some persons have failed to see anything beautiful in this region, and 
the hills have been called "barren" and "depressing." Perhaps the 
Flint Hills are more pleasing when they are at least in part understood. 

- J.M. Jewett,
Second Geologic Field Conference in
the Flint Hills Guidebook (1958)

The statistics of the census tables are more eloquent than the tropes 
and phrases of the rhetorician. The story of Kansas needs no reinforce
ment from the imagination. 

Kansas is the navel of the nation. 

- John James Ingalls,
"Kansas: 1541-1891" 1189.2)

Take it by any standard you please, Kansas is not in it. 

- William Allen White,
''What's the Matter with Kansas?"
11896)

When anything is going to happen in this country, it happens first in 
Kansas. 

- William Allen White,
Editorial, Emporia Gazette 119.2.2)
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CROSSINGS 7 
Kansas is no mere geographical expression, but a "state of mind," a 
religion, and a philosophy in one. 
The Kansas spirit is the American spirit double-distilled. It is a new
gra�ed product of American individualism, American idealism, 
American intolerance. Kansas is America in microcosm: as America 
conceives itself in respect to Europe, so Kansas conceives itself in 
respect to America. 

- Carl Becker,
"Kansas" (1910)

Before Kansas could legally acquire title to public land the federal 
government had to clear the way. The Indian title had to be extin
guished and publiq surveys carried out preliminary to the opening of 
a land office. A surveyor general for Kansas and Nebraska was ap
pointed in August, r854, and three months later surveying began .... 
No mapping has ever so profoundly affected the physical appearance 
of land as did the township surveying method. Those who have fl.own 
over Kansas can appreciate its results. Visibly the land is divided into 
endlessly repeated squares, ref].ecting the pattern of survey and sale. 
Road building and farming generally follow the pattern marked out 
by the General Land Office. 

- Robert W. Baughman, 
Kansas in Maps (1961)

County lines do make separate kinds of community life, each a little 
different from the other . 

- William Allen White,
Chase County Historical Sketches
(1940)

It is the nature of the soil to be highly complex and variable, to con
form very inexactly to human conclusions and rules. It is-itself easily 
damaged by the imposition of alien patterns. Out of the random gram
mar and lexicon of possibilities - geological, topographical, climato
logical, biological - the soil of any one place makes its own peculiar 
and inevitable sense. 

It is impossible to contemplate the life of the soil for very long without 
seeing it as analogous to the life of the spirit. 

- Wendell Berry,
The Unsettling of America (1977)
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Words are the daughters of earth, and things are the sons of heaven. 

- Samuel Johnson (paraphrasing Samuel
Madden},
A Dictionary of the English
Language (1755)

In anthropology now, the term "thick description" refers to a dense 
accumulation of ordinary information about a culture, as opposed to 
abstract or theoretical analysis. It means observing the details of life 
until they begin to coagulate or cohere into an interpretation .... I'd 
like to see thick description make a comeback. Apart from sheer 
sensuous pleasure, it gives you the comforting feeling that you're not 
altogether adrift, that at least you have an actual context to enter into 
and real things to grapple with. The protectors of the environment are 
a powerful group in the United States. Perhaps they should extend 
their concern to the country of the imagination. 

- Anatole Broyard,
New York Times Book Review(198sl

The European writing I know rarely recognizes a power in the land 
that corresponds to a power of being, while one of the things that 
distinguishes American literature, especially in the West, is that you 
expect to see the land tum up in a powerful or a mysterious or an 
affecting way. 

- Barry Lopez,
"An Interview," in Westem American
Literature (1986)

The indivisible is not to be put into compartments. 

Every fact is a logarithm; one added term ramifies it until it is thor
oughly transformed. In the general aspect of things, the great lines of 
creation take shape and arrange themselves into groups; beneath lies 
the unfathomable. 

Which of our methods of measuring could we apply to this eddying 
mass that is the universet In the presence of the profundities our sole 
ability is to dream. Our conception, quickly winded, cannot follow 
creation, that vast breath. 

- Victor Hugo,
The Toilers of the Sea I I 8661
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CROSSINGS 9 

Our religion is the traditions of our ancestors - the visions of our 
sachems and the dreams of our old men, given them in the solemn 
hours of night by the Great Spirit - and it is written in the hearts of 
our people. 

- Chief Seattle,
"Address to Governor Isaac Stevens" 
(1855J 

The Dreaming is the founding story, the great drama of the creative 
era, in which the landscape took its present form and the people, 
animals, plants, and elements of the known world were created. But 
the Dreaming is also the inner or spiritual dimension of the present. 
Things contain their own histories. There is no contrast of the natural 
and the spiritual, and there is no geography without history and mean
ing. The land is already a narrative - an artefact of intellect - before 
people represent it. 

In the Dreaming, heroic characters travelled about the land, doing 
the ordinary good and evil things people do today, and also performing 
extraordinary feats of creation and destruction, cooperation and con
flict. These characters, the Ancestral Beings, who are also called the 
Dreamings, have their visible manifestations now in the form of ani
mals, plants, elements, places, and people. 

- Peter Sutton,
Exhibition brochure for "Dreamings:
The Art of Aboriginal Australia"
(1988)

Geography blended with time equals destiny. 
- Joseph Brodsky,

"Strophes" (1978J

!71e moment comes: we intersect a history, a long existence, offering 
it our fresh discovery as regeneration. 

- Shirley Hazzard,
"Points of Departure" ( 198 3)

New earths, new themes expect us. 
- Henry David Thoreau,

The foumal (1857J
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On Roniger Hill 

Sundown: I am standing on Roniger Hill, and I am trying to see 
myself as if atop a giant map of the United States. If you draw two 
lines from the metropolitan comers of America, one from New 
York City southwest to San Diego and another from Miami north
west to Seattle, the intersection would fall a few miles from my 
position. I am on a flat-topped ridge Is s Iniles southeast of the 
geographic center of the contiguous states, I 30 miles from the 
geodetic datum (the point from which all North American mapping 
originates), and about three miles from the precise Iniddle of Chase 
County, Kansas. Were you to fold in half a three-foot-long map of 
the forty-eight states north to south then east to west, the creases 
would cross within an inch of where I stand, and you would see that 
Roniger Hill is nearly at the heart of the nation; but I think that is 
only incidental to my reason for being here. In truth, I don't much 
understand why I am here, but, whatever the answer, it's strong 
enough to pull me five hours by interstates from home, eight hours 
if I follow a route of good cafe food through the Missouri hills. 

For years, outsiders have considered this prairie place barren, 
desolate, monotonous, a land of more nothing than almost any 
other place you Inight name, but I know I'm not here to explore 
vacuousness at the heart of America. I'm only in search of what is
here, here in the Iniddle of the Flint Hills of Kansas. I'm in quest of 
the land and what informs it, and I'm here because of shadows in 
me, loomings about threats to America that are alive here too, but 
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CROSSINGS II 

things I hope will show more clearly in the spareness of this county.
The Flint Hills: if you drive from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific

by the most central yet least traveled national route, you set off on
U.S. 50 from Ocean City, Maryland, pass before the Capitol, ride
down Constitution Avenue, past the Declaration of Independence
in the National Archives, past the Washington Monument and the
Truman Balcony of the White House and the Zero Milestone it
looks out upon, past the Lincoln Memorial, and then head into the
countryside where the places are Hayfield, Virginia; Coolville,
Ohio; Loogootee, Indiana; Flora, illinois; Useful, Missouri; Dodge
City, Kansas; the Royal Gorge of Colorado; Deseret, Utah; Eureka,
Nevada; Placerville, California. You'll run out of route 50 only on
the Embarcadero along San Francisco Bay, and behind will lie your
course over four time zones, over the Alleghenies, along the north
ern edge of the broken Ozark Plateau, across the Rockies, over the
Sierra Nevadas. At times you will have followed the routes of the
Overland-Butterfield Stage, the Pony Express, the Oregon, Santa Fe,
and California trails, and the Lincoln Highway; along the entire
three thousand miles between Washington and San Francisco,
you'll have seen only four other cities: Cincinnati, St. Louis, Kansas
City, Sacramento. You will have closely paralleled the old "Main
Street of America," highway 401 a road that has taken most of the
cities and congestion and four-lane life, and, for half the trip, you
will also have roughly paralleled route 66, the so-called Mother
Road of the thirties. People write books about 40 and 66, but I know
of nobody writing or singing about 50 !considering what fame can
do, travelers of this transcontinental highway can be thankful
Bobby Troup drove route 66). Yet, for at least the last couple of
generations, the westering center of American population has fol
lowed 50, at times edging precisely along it like an aerialist on his
wire. For the unhurried, this little-known highway is the best na
tional road across the middle of the United States.

When an English woman, inspired by Isabella Bird's travels in
nineteenth-century America, asked me last year how she might seethe full dimension of the country, I said to drive highway 50 fromocean _to ocean. If she begins in the East, I know the very mile whereshe will exclaim from behind her windshield that she has at last
�ve� in the American West. That spot is in Kansas in the FlintHills �n Chase County: if highway so is a belt across the midriff of
:,znenca, then the Flint Hills make a buckle cinching East to West.rom where I stand above what's left of the village of Bazaar, I can
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nearly see that stretch of road where the West begins. The tradi
tional hundredth meridian he damned; at this latitude the West 
starts here, obviously, definitively. What's more, Chase County, 
Kansas, is the most easterly piece of the American Far West. 

For twelve hundred miles, ever since driving smack through the 
morning shadow of the Washington Monument, my English trav
eler will pass from woodland to woodland - central Virginia looks 
much like central Missouri - but, several miles across the Kansas 
line, she'll begin to see fewer trees, see them thinning out and 
clustering in draws and valleys until she notices from the first rise 
of highway 50 in Chase County that, but for the wooded vales, the 
trees have nearly disappeared altogether. To encounter treelessness 
of such distance has often moved eastern travelers - and some
times natives - more to discomfiture than rapture. Of the prairie, 
Willa Cather wrote in My Antonia: Between that earth and that 
sky I felt erased, blotted out. The protection and sureties of the 
vertical woodland, walled like a home aIJ.d enclosed like a refuge, 
are gone, and now the land, although more filled with cellulose than 
ever, is a world of air, space, apparent emptiness, near nothingness, 
where once the first travelers could walk for twelve hours and 
believe they had taken only a dozen steps. On a clear day of summer 
along this section of highway 50, the world changes in a few miles 
from green to blue, from shadows to nearly unbroken sunlight, from 
intermittent breezes to a wind blowing steadily as if out of the lungs 
of the universe. 

The Flint Hills are the last remaining grand expanse of tallgrass 
prairie in America. On a geologic map, their shape something like a 
stone spear point, they cover most of the two-hundred-mile longi
tude of Kansas from Nebraska to Oklahoma, a stony upland twenty 
to eighty miles wide. At their western edge, the mixed-grass prairie 
begins and spreads a hundred or so miles to the shortgrass country 
of the high plains. On the eastern side, settlement and agriculture 
have all but obliterated the whilom tallgrass prairie so that it is 
hardly visible to anyone who would not seek it out on hands and 
knees; although the six million acres of the Flint Hills - also called 
the Bluestem Hills - were once a mere four percent of the Ameri
can long-grass prairie, they are now nearly all of it. The grasses can 
grow to ten feet, high enough that red men once stood atop their 
horses to see twenty yards ahead; that wasn't common, but it oc· 
curred, and, even today in moist vales protected from development 
and cattle, I've found big bluestem and sloughgrass, the grandest of 
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the tallgrasses, eight feet high. In season, these and their relatives make the Flint Hills an immense pasturage nutritionally richer than the Bluegrass country of Kentucky. During the warm season, a big steer will gain two pounds a day, and the 1201000 beeves in the uplands will put on twenty-two million pounds. Although the height of the Hills here is not remarkable never I rising more than three hundred feet from base to crest, their length and breadth would make them noteworthy even in places outside the somewhat level horizon of eastern Kansas, but, were they forested, my English traveler would hardly know she was crossing them. Because they belong to the open world of grasses, they domi· nate if not the sky then surely the horizon with their symmetrical and flattened tops, their trapezoidal slopes, and (at dawn and sunset) their shadows that can stretch unbrokenly and most visibly for a prairie mile. 
These hills are largely limestones and shales distilled from the Permian seas that covered most of middle America off and on for fifty million years in the days when - had human beings and cities been around - a man could have paddled from Pittsburgh to Den· ver. Those seas were of such size that their sediments buried amountain range with an eastern front once the equivalent to theNew Mexico Rockies. Beneath Chase County, the great NemahaRidge, sometimes called the Kansas Mountains, lies about threethousand feet down, but its presence below the Flint Hills is coincidental: these tilted uplands are largely the result of erosion andnot,. like the Ridge or the Rockies, of upthrust. Still, today, theancient Nemahas, as if gods buried alive, move their stone shoul·ders below and rattle the county atop its three fault zones and intime, the Flint Hills could split open and part like a biblicai sea �dthe Nemahas may come again into the sun to throw the grassedslopes aside like so much surf. Let this book page, appropriate as it is in shape and proportion, beChase County·. Lay your right hand across the page from right edgeto. left; tuck middle finger under palm and splay your other fingerswide so that your thumb points down, your little finger nearlyupward: you have a configuration of the county watercourses a�anual topography of the place. Everything here has been and c�ntinues to be shaped by those four drail:lages: the South Fork of theg�:!�n�ood �ver (thumb), the Cottonwood (index finger), Middle

b (nng), Diamond Creek (little finger). Many more streams androoks are here, but these four control the country, and where they
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have gone and are going and what they have done and are doing 
mark out where and what men have gone and done. 

I am standing on Roniger Hill: I am facing west, dusk creeping up 
my back to absorb my thirty-foot shadow, the sun now a flattened 
crescent so dull I can look directly into it. The month is November, 
and, behind me, a nearly full moon will soon rise, and I am standing 
on this hill. I've been to this place before. Up here in the thirties 
Frank and George Roniger built three stone markers to honor Indian 
remains they unearthed atop the ridge. The Roniger brothers were 
bachelors, farmers, and collectors of stone artifacts from their fields 
lying below, and they believed this hill sacred to the people living 
around it in the time when Europeans were building cathedrals and 
sending children off to take holy cities from desert tribes. To me, 
this ridge is singular and, at night, almost unearthly, and I come 
here, in a friend's words, as a two-bit mystic, but I believe I've found 
my way onto the top by some old compass in the blood. 

I've already said that what's left of Bazaar, Kansas, lies below. 
Lights in houses are coming on, but I can't make out the Ronigers' 
old brick home, and that's good because it's the nearest one, and 
when I come here I want Anglo civilization and its disruptions of 
the prairie contours far enough away so they soften and simplify 
into mere silhouettes. When the darkness is complete - before the 
moon blanches the valley - house lights will appear as campfires, 
and the hills can again assume their ancient aspect. Only the pon
derous throb and roll of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, 
approaching now as it does about every half hour, breaks the illu
sion, an illusion that helps me see things here, to imagine how 
things have been. I've come into the county from that dreaming, 
and from it, finally, all my questions proceed, and, if things run 
true, I believe they will return to it. 

I am standing on Roniger Hill to test the shape of what I'm going 
to write about this prairie place. For thirty months, maybe more, 
I've come and gone here and have found stories to tell, but, until 
last week, I had not discovered the way to tell them. My searches 
and researches, like my days, grew more randomly than otherwise, 
and every form I tried contorted them, and each time I began to 
press things into cohesion, I edged not so much toward fiction as 
toward distortion, when what I wanted was accuracy; even when I 
got a detail down accurately, I couldn't hook it to the next without 
concocting theories. It was connections that deviled me. I was 
hunting a fact or image and not a thesis to hold my details together, 
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and so I arrived at this question: should I just gather up items likecreek pebbles into a bag and then let them tumble into their ownpattern? Did I really want the reality of randomness? Answer:only if it would yield a landscape with figures, one that would unroll like a Chinese scroll painting or a bison-skin drawing whereboth beginnings and ends of an event are at once present in theconflated time of the American Indian. The least I hoped for was atopographic map of words that would open inch by inch to show itslong miles.
Early, I aimed to write about a most spare landscape, seeminglypoor for a reporter to poke into, one appearing thin and minimal inhistory and texture, a stark region recent American life had mostlygone past, a still point, a fastness an ascetic seeking a penitentialcomer Inight discover. Chase County fit. Then, a week ago, at homein the second-story room where I write, I laid over the floor thetwenty-five U.S. Geological Survey maps that cover Chase Countyto the measure of an inch and a half to the mile, maps so detailedthat hams and houses and windmills appear. On the carpet, thecounty was about seven feet by six, and I had to walk from the northborder to read the scale at the south end. As I traipsed around thispaper land, a shape came to me: while thirteen of the maps containonly narrow strips of Chase, the central twelve hold almost all of it,and their outlines form a kind of grid such as an archaeologist laysover ground he will excavate. Wasn't I a kind of digger of shards?Maybe a grid was the answer: arbitrary quadrangles that have nothing inherently to do with the land, little to do with history, and notmuch to do with my details. After all, since the National Survey of

1785, seventy percent of America lies under such a grid, a system ofcoordinates that has allowed wildness to be subdued. Would coordinates lead to connections? Were they themselves the only linkswe can truly understand? Could they lead into the dark looiningsthat draw me here? 
��w: I am standing on Roniger Hill to test the grid. I'm notW:Uting for revelation, on.ly watching to see whether my notionswill crumble like these old, eroding slopes. Standing here, thinkingof grids and what's under them, their depths and their light and��ess,. I'm watching, and in an hour or so I'll lie down and sleep� this hill and let it and its old shadows work on me let the dark

la v� at �y own shadows and assail my sleep. If my �onfigurationstill alive by morning, then I'll go down off this ridge and oneDlore tim b · . , , e, egm walking over Chase County, Kansas, grid by topo·
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graphic grid, digging, sifting, sorting, assembling shards, and my 
arbitrary course will be that of a Japanese reading a book: up to 
down,right to left. 

So. 
Sunrise: sometime last night just before I went into my sleeping 

bag, the south wind - the one that so blows here the Kansa Indians 
may have taken their name from it, South Wind People - eased to 
a brief stillness almost unnatural. (I once asked a countian when 
this Kansas wind would stop. He said, Never.) It seemed to sit on 
the land, on Roniger Hill, on me, pushing me down into a burden of 
sleep, leaning heavily as if to impress me into the prairie earth, and 
then, I don't know when, it rose once more and fetched up chilled 
bird calls from the south valley, dumped them over me as if from a 
pitcher of drawn well-water, poured them down, and I got up and 
rolled my bag, not hurrying before the lightning and murk of clouds 
coming on, hurrying only a little in the sparse raindrops. Then, as 
often happens in the Flint Hills, the morning shifted, rearranged 
itself, all the while getting cooler and clearer, and I went off up
county with a tool kit not of shovels and trowels but of imaginary 
lines and questions and loomings and the archaeologist's perpetual 
unease that time is mooing out before the obliteration hits. And 
that's how I started off my fourth term in Chase County, Kansas. 

Again: let the book page represent this county in east-central 
Kansas. Divide it horizontally into thirds and split those vertically 
into quarters so you see twelve sections of a grid that looks like a 
muntin-bar window of a dozen lights. These are their names north 
to south, east to west: Saffordville, Gladstone, Thrall-Northwest, 
Fox Creek, Bazaar, Matfield Green, Hymer, Elmdale, Homestead, 
Elk, Cedar Point, Wonsevu. 

To them attach this old Indian story: The white man asked, 
Where is your nation/ The red man said, My nation is the grass and 
rocks and the four-leggeds and the six-leggeds and the belly wrig
glers and swimmers and the winds and all things that grow and 
don't grow. The white man asked, How big is it/ The other said, My 

nation is where I am and my people where they are and the grand
fathers and their grandfathers and all the grandmothers and all the 
stories told, and it is all the songs, and it is our dancing. The white 
man asked, But how many people are there/ The red man said, That 
I do not know. 

The population of Chase County is 3,013 at the last counting 
(about what it was in 1873 when its remarkable courthouse was 
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built), and that's four persons to the square mile, roughly as manyas in a Brooklyn apartment. Chase is thirty miles long north tosouth, twenty-six miles east to west on the south border and a mileshorter on the north. Five hundred twenty-six miles of county roadrun Chase, 403 of them gravel, seventy-six broken asphalt, forty-sixdirt, and one concrete; except for lanes twisting down creek hollows, these roads follow the cardinal compass points along sectionlines. Three state and federal highways traverse it: Kansas 177 splitsit longitudinally, U.S. so crosses near its middle before breaking offinto a forty-five-degree angle, and Interstate 35 lthe Kansas Turnpike) takes a similar angle to link Kansas City, a hundred milesnortheast, with Wichita, thirty-five miles southwest. Chase countians use thes� cities, but more commonly they drive to Emporia,twenty-five miles east of county center. Of a dozen settlements, three or four still can be called villagesand two are towns - Cottonwood Falls, the county seat, and StrongCity. Only in these, once linked by a horse trolley, can you buygasoline and groceries. When citizens want a new car or the latestnovel or a pair of spectacles, they must drive to Emporia in LyonCounty. Chase no longer has a resident physician, dentist, or apharmacist, but it does have six lawyers, six insurance and thirteen
real estate agents. There is one high school, one middle school, twogrammar schools, and sixty teachers; within seventy miles of itsborders are a couple of dozen colleges and universities. Chase hase!e�en sites on the National Register of Historic Places (more perc1t1zen than any other Kansas county), a single newspaper ltheweekly Leader-News), one public library, sixty-six volunteer firemen, six filling stations, one sheriff and two deputies, one barber,
�d one ,�raffic li�t !flashing). Also: a nine-hole golf course !sandgreens, players m coveralls, hazards of curious cattle pressed tothe har�ed-wi�e fences), an annual rodeo, an airfield (grass), a gunclub .!Fnday mght shoots), a movie house (piano still down front), anursmg home. And so on. Before the last world war there was moreof. alm�st everything except abandoned farmhouses and collapsingwindmills. 
fli You �ay see th.e county �om one of the many transcontinental
�s that pass nght over 1t, or you may view it from an Amtrak

= (no stops in the county), or you can get fired down the long 
:\ £rg b�re of the turnpike that shoots across it. You may als�
of � 0

� 
its �aveled roads, dirt lanes, pasture tracks, or vestigesstone trails, or from its couple of hundred miles of canoe-
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navigable waters, and you can travel it by leg and butt - that is, 1 
walking and reading. There's another means too: call it dream.in 
where the less conscious mind can m�>Use about. 

People passing through from other counties have sometim1 
found it a good spot to get thumped. A man from Marion, .immed 
ately west of here lnow residing safely in Colorado), told me: VI 
used to call it Chasem County. The story there was chase 'en 
catch 'em, kick 'em. I add only that people in Cottonwood Falls wi 
comment on the number of federal marshals shot down in Marioi 
But one thing is surely here: Chase County, Kansas, looks much tb 
way visitors want rural western America to look. A college studen 
a Pennsylvanian working on a ranch near Matfield Green, said t 
me: I can't believe this county. I can't believe it's still like this. 
mean, it's so Americana. 
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